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About This Game

Take place in the weirdest game to ever occur! Take the role of a virus which invades the human body one organ at a time. Your
goal is to completely eradicate the immune system by using your dexterity, logic, weapons, skills and friends!

Here, in Quebec (Canada), there is an awesome foundation named 'Opération Enfant Soleil' that raises funds for the
development of high-quality paediatrics for all sick children in Quebec. As a father of a wonderful 3 years old girl, I deeply feel
concerned about helping other families that can't have the same life style as we do... So let's give them 10% of all Cellz profits!

Important notes!
If you want to record the game play in a "Let's Play" kind of video, I would personally prefer that you wait a couple of updates

so it can really be a fun game to watch. Note that I will start a 'Youtuber Helper' program soon!
The Adventure mode is not implemented yet and consider that this game is only created by one person (me - Hello! :D ). I
am planning to work on it till 2020 (I also consider hiring employees to help me if needed) and also notice that this is my first
experience on Steamworks and everything around it. The game is buggy, full of glitches and is very small by now, but it has a

very promising future in which you can play an important role. Cellz is going to be developed with the help of Steam's
community. Filling forms, detecting bugs and glitches, sharing ideas are some examples of the help you could give to Cellz.

Cellz right now:
By now, Cellz is a small independent, local multiplayer arcade game made in Quebec (si t'es Québecois, t'as pas l'choix de

m'encourager! :D) using Unity3D. Challenge up to 3 of your friends in different arenas in this unique and colorful experience
and be the very best invader! This game may not be fully representative of the human defense system behaviors, but is still

based on it.
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To this day, there are 7 mutations and over 25 abilities to choose from which really changes the game experience and allow you
to discover something new about your cell, or the game itself! There are 4 different types of enemies and 4 different types of
elements and there are a couple of modes and arenas. Steam Overlay is actually working and Steam success are coming very

soon (as soon as I managed how to do it...).

Cellz in the future:
Each update, you will be asked to fill a form planned to help me define what system I should implement in the game. For

instance, if the majority of the community says: More multiplayer modes, I will work on that and it will be implemented in the
following update! I want to add: Steam Integration (the more functionalities as possible), online multiplayer with plenty of
modes (Versus, Teams, Coop, etc), level builder, huge adventure, puzzles, more weapons & abilities, different game modes

(Arenas, Races, Puzzles, Battles, etc), skins and hats!... Or not :P

As soon as I will be able to test it on different OS, I will distribute it for Linux and Mac.

About Minor Updates: The minor updates consists of bug fixes and glitches corrections. They may add some little things in the
game, but are really conceived to enhance mechanics, performance and appearance. They will mostly appear every 2 weeks.

About Major Updates: The major updates integrates new systems and modes in the game (they also fixes glitches and bugs).
They come at a slower rate and their arrival dates are undetermined, but they really worth it!

**Each major updates could increase the game price. So buy it now while it is at his cheapest price! **
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Title: Cellz
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
MGP
Publisher:
MGP
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Microsoft Windows 7

Processor: Intel Pentium

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 1GB VRAM

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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I love this game! Not only does it have a large mutation (skill) tree, I love the cause that your are doing this for. I hope Cellz
becomes super popular, and I hope that you will expand it! I highly recommend this game! One cool thing I would love if you
added it is if you created a stage by stage campaign where there would be a goal to destroy every organ in the body by surviving
a certain amount of time or killing a amount of cells( probably immune system cells). I love the cell variation, with there being a
frontline cell and a stort range cell. I will play more of this and am even thinging of giving this to my brother! The fact that you
are 1. One guy 2. this is your first game, and that you have created this means that you have natural talent! I am planning to also
be a fellow game developer, and I thought it would be awesome to help you! Very good work man!. Decent concept, but there
have been no updates \/ information for ~one and a half years, and a promised update due 1 year ago did not come.
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